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2023 Grand Design Reflection 303RLS $65,995
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Description 2023 Grand Design Reflection 303RLS, Grand Design Reflection fifth wheel
303RLS highlights: Rear Tri-Fold Sofa Queen Bed Kitchen Island Premium
Congoleum Flooring AXIStep Solar Package Whether you travel for pleasure or
work, you will love the spacious main living and kitchen area with a rear tri-fold
sofa that doubles as extra sleeping space, and the theatre seating directly across
from the entertainment center with a 40" LED HDTV and a fireplace below. The
kitchen island will make meal prepping and drying the dishes easier and the hutch
is the perfect place to place your picture frames, nice dishes, and extra cooking
items, plus the pantry is big enough to store all of your favorite snacks, dry
ingredients and such. Outside you can enjoy two electric awnings that provide
protection from the elements as you relax and visit with other RVers, and your
camping chairs can easily be stored in the pass-through compartment. The
double entry bathroom is convenient especially at night when you can slide the
door to enter from the front master bedroom. You will find plenty of storage for
your clothing and things, plus the bedroom slide out gives you drawers and linen
storage that stretches into the full bathroom. With any Reflection fifth wheels by
Grand Design, you will have a 165W solar panel for off-grid camping and a 50
Amp charge controller and inverter prep, a Max Turn radius front cap for easy
towing around town and into your campsite, a Universal All-In-One Docking
Station, unobstructed pass-through storage, and Goodyear E-rated tires. Some
other top features include a chef's kitchen with a 30" stainless steel microwave
and residential cooktop, a USB charging station, and the ductless "Evenflow"
heating system with no vents in the floor to collect debris. Each is constructed of
high gloss gel coat exterior sidewalls, residential 5" truss rafters, walk-on roof
decking, a fiberglass and radiant foil roof and front cap insulation plus laminated
aluminum framed side walls, rear wall, roof and end walls in slide rooms. Choose
luxury, value and towability over all the others, take home a Reflection of your
good taste! 16 CU FT 12V REFRIGERATOR; 2nd A/C; 13.5K BTU Ducted; 2ND
AWNING; 370W SOLAR PANEL UPGRADE; CURT AXLES W/ABS; Discount; FREE
STAND TABLE & CHAIRS; Goodyear Tires; Reflection Arctic 4-Seasons Protection
Pkg; Reflection Peace of Mind Pkg; REFLECTION SOLAR PACKAGE; Reflection
Ultimate Power Pkg; RVIA Seal; SAFERIDE RV ROADSIDE ASSIST;
WINTERIZATION

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: GRF2337
VIN Number: 38297-GRF2337
Condition: New
Length: 32
GVW: 11995
Sleeps: 5
Slideouts: 3

Item address , Las Cruces, New Mexico, United States
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